TANZANIA
BIKE
SAFARI
Tanzania

12 days / 11 nights

Ready to pedal
the adventure of your life?
Emotive and exciting cyclist route
in the Maasai savannah, with volcanos,
zebras , giraffes and the best truck safaris
through the most impressive National
Parks of Tanzania.
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

DAY TO DAY // ACTIVITIES // ACCOMODATION
DAY 1. ARRIVAL TO KILIMANJARO / ARUSHA
AFRICA AMINI LIFE GUSTHOUSE

Maasai style bungalows with all the comforts. Private service and
shower.

DAY 2. : BIKING / MAASAI LAND
SIMBA FARM LODGE (Campsite).

Camp in a farm on the slopes of Kilimanjaro. Toilet and shared
shower.

DAY 3. BIKING / SHIRA ROUTE KILIMANJARO

MAASAI LODGE (Maasai Village). Masai village with all the
Maasai-style luxuries. Private toilet and shower. Pool.

DAY4. BIKING / LONGIDO - KITUMBIENE

KITUMBEINE CAMP (Wildcamp).

Wild camp in the Kitumbeine volcano. Toilet and shared shower,
cold water.

DAY 5. BIKING / KITUMBEINE - GELAI BOMBA
DOMEL GARDEN LODGE

Wild camp in Wasso. Toilet and shared shower,

DAY 6. BIKING / WASSO - SERENGETI

KISURA SERENGETI CAMP (Tented Camp),

Luxury tented camp in the heart of the Serengeti, Toilet and
private shower.

DAY 7. SAFARI SERENGETI

KISURA SERENGETI CAMP (Tented Camp), Luxury tented
camp in the heart of the Serengeti, Toilet and private shower.

DAY 8. SAFARI NGORONGORO CRATER
RHINO LODGE (Lodge).

Lodge on Ngorongoro Crater. Private toilet and shower.

DAY 9. BIKING & TREKKING / NGORONGORO
ACACIA CAMP (Campsite).

Camp on the slopes of the Oldoinyo Lengai volcano. Toilet and
shared shower, cold water.

DAY 10. BIKING & TREKKING / OLDOINYO
LENGAI - ENGARUKA
ENGARUKA CAMP (Wildcamp).

Wildcamp on Engaruka Village Masaai. Toilet and shared shower,
cold water.

DAY 11 .BIKING / ENGARUKA -LAKE
MANYARA
BODURIKA LODGE (Lodge).

Lodge on Lake Manyara. Private toilet and shower.

DÍA 12. SALIDA AEROPUERTO
KILIMANJARO / ARUSHA
* Ante
siempre

cualquier
será de

eventualidad que nos
obligase a cambiar de
similar o mayor rango y características, nunca menor.

hotel,

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PLACES WE WILL SEE.
THE GREAT
MIGRATION

There is no place in the world so vibrant
to observe the journey of life, privilege
witnessed by very few.
The biggest animal show on earth. A life cycle
that stars in the south of the Serengeti with the
birth of more than half a million offspring at the
beginning of the year ,

to hunt the cubs and every antelope that lowers
his guard.

volcanic activity occurred 200 hundred years ago.

Since the beginning of the year (January,
February, March and April), we will pinpoint the
herds in the south of the Serengeti and
Ngorongoro Conservation Area. In May, June,
July and August, the great migration begins its
odyssey towards northern lands on a 2000 km
long journey. By the end of September and the
beginning of October
begins, from the north, their circular return
to the south of Serengeti.

Both "South" and "North" base camps in Everest
are at a lower altitude than the summit of
Kilimanjaro. That is to say that at the top of
mount Kilimanjaro you would be at the highest
point of the earth to which you can reach by
bike. You would be at the summit of the cyclist.

KILIMANJARO

NATIONAL PARK
Mount Kilimanjaro is located in the
northern area of Tanzania, in the
Kilimanjaro National Park. Its location,
between the Serengeti and Amboseli,
makes it an animal life corridor. It has
an area of 100 kilometers long
and 65 kilometers wide. Mount
This is how the life cycle of the great migration
begins, in which 1,5 million wildebeests, 300
thousand zebras
and
another 300,000
Thompson and Grant gazelles, go over a long a
path full of threats in search of green pastures for
food. Great challenges await them ahead, On the
way, they will have to cross the rivers Mara and
Grumeti, with hundreds of stealthy crocodiles
waiting to sink their teeth.

A beautiful circular road not exempt of great
dangers: cheetahs, hyenas, lions (not less than
3,000 lions), and leopards, will be on the prowl

Kilimanjaro is the highest mountain in Africa
and the highest mountain for cycling in the
world. It is for that reason that is the cusp of
cyclists.
The summit of Mount Kilimanjaro is
called Uhuru Peak and is at 5,895 m of
altitude.
The mountain is an ancient dormant volcano
composed of three volcanic cones, Shira,
Kibo (in which is the summit of Uhuru) and
Mawenzi. Kibo is classified as dormant,
although not extinguished. The last major
Kibo eruption took place 360,000 years ago.
And its last

When it comes to biodiversity in the ascent, has
different phases and heights, and varies the fauna
and flora in each stage.
First, the prairies, which surround the
Kilimanjaro, are situated between 800 and 1,600
meters in altitude. Its climate is very warm
and dry. It is an open environment where
many Maasai shepherds light fires to warm
themselves, thus joining the landscape. The
vegetation consists mainly of savannas of
numerous herbaceous species flowering plants,
baobabs, bushes and thorny plants, and is
located below 1,400 meters of altitude to the west
and 1,000 meters of altitude to the east.

The rainforest is located Approximately
between 1,600 and 2,700 meters of altitude. It
houses different species of primates, such as
Cercopithecus, the Angolan and Abyssinian
colobus, as well as the olive baboon. Among the
the banded
other mammals, the leopard,
mongoose, the serval, the red river hog, the
honey badger and the crested porcupine stand
out.
The Alpine area is between 2,800 and 4,000
meters above sea level and receives between 500
and 1,300 mm of precipitation per year.
It presents a vegetation composed of
heather, where the arborescent form of the
white heather is the most characteristic, along
with the Erica Ventricosa. Also, we can see new
natural species like Pinus Patula that weakens
the balance of the environment by
impoverishing the soil. And we emphasize that
between 1976 and 2005, the surface of the forest
of Erica arboreal went from 187 to 32 km ², which
is equivalent to a 15% decrease in the total
vegetation cover of the mountain.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PLACES WE WILL SEE.
The afro-alpine zone has no clearly defined
boundaries, but are generally situated between
4,000 and 5,000 meters. It is characterized by a
dry climate, with an average of 200 mm of
precipitation per year and with significant
differences in temperature. The plant species
that live in this area are perfectly adapted to the
climate and some are endemic. Only a few
species of birds of prey are able to reach this
altitude: the buteo, the steppe eagle, the Blackwinged Kite, the Bearded Vulture and the
ChacoEeagle.

Finally, the snow-capped area -and cycling
summit- is above 5,000 meters above sea
level. There is virtually no life. The few
precipitations that occur are filtered almost
immediately on the ground or accumulate in
the glaciers. Some lichens grow very slowly. The
only animal discovered at these heights so far is
the Kibo, a kind of spider.

SERENGETI

National park famous throughout the world
for the large number of big cats and the
great migration. It can be firmly stated that it
is the best place on the continent to observe
big cats: lions, leopards, cheetahs; although
there will be also seen large herds of
herbivores such as elephants, buffaloes, and
hippos.
A
wild
life
explosion:
crocodiles, hyenas, cheetahs, small
primates such as the Senegal
Bushbaby and hundreds of other
animal species await us.
The Great Migration shakes
the earth during its journey
through the plains, beaten by
the wind. We'll be able to
see it from our truck or
our
Land
Cruiser
4x4. At
the time of the crossing, the
group of animals waits until one of

them takes the first step to cross the stretch
full of crocodiles and thus be
able to continue. But the
Serengeti does not lack of
benign aspects: The well-kept
park, is a model for the
conservation of African flora
and fauna, where you can observe
the European Roller with lilac
chest, and the herds of
well
as
giraffes,
as
contemplating
the
squat
acacias, in the form of umbrellas
that are scattered throughout the
landscape. They've been, along
generations,
a
source
of
inspiration for writers and script
writers.

NGORONGORO

CONSERVATION
AREA
Ngorongoro, 'Cold place', in the Maasai
language. Center of biodiversity where many
of the great animals of African fauna can
be seen, Including the Black Rhinoceros,
being the latter one of the last refuges of this
species.
The Ngorongoro Conservation Area
combines the most striking mix of
African landscapes, fauna and
archeological sites of Africa. This is
why it is called the "African Eden"
or "the eighth wonder of the natural
world" UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Just 3.7 million years ago, the first
hominids trod these lands

and, by that time, the great crater of more
than 20 kilometers in diameter did not exist
yet. The hominids who lived and died in
what is now the Olduvai Gorge, might have
seen an enormous mountain, similar to the
nearby Kilimanjaro which according to
geologists erupted 2.9 million years ago,
drawing in the landscape an immense scar;
Hundreds of thousands of years of
wind and water softened the terrain,
turning the volcano into a paradise; A
perfect refuge for the more than 25,000 animals
that inhabit today the world's largest volcanic
caldera.

Located in the great Rift Valley, almost
5,000 kilometers long where the horn of
Africa insists on separating from the rest
of the continent, the Ngorongoro Nature
Reserve occupies one of the most imposing
places in African geography.
It borders the Serengueti to the northwest and,
nearby, the shores of Lake Victoria can be found.
In its bosom is the throat of Olduvai, where you

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PLACES WE WILL SEE.
can find the oldest human fossils in the world,
and following the plains,
advancing along
with
the
annual
migrations
of
wildebeest, zebras and gazelles, getting to
the highest point of Africa, is Kilimanjaro,
Mecca of the cyclists of the five continents.

OLDOINYO LENGAI
It rises through the Rift Valley in northern
Tanzania. Known as the only volcano in the
world that can erupt to project lava whose
carbonate composition is unique with a
viscosity very similar to that of water, due to the
low content of silicon, its lava is the most fluid in
the world and also the coldest, with temperatures
of only 590ºC. Its lava flows black in the day,
burns a deep red at night, and turns white when
entering contact with water. Most of this newly
solidified lava is black and contains crystals that

shine brightly in the sun, although it can
often flow like a river of white water, making
this place one of the most fascinating
volcanoes in the world.

BIKE SAFARIS

When it rains, the surface of the lava turns
white immediately, it is one of the most
striking moments and so it may be worth going
in an era when more precipitation falls. Some
parts of the crater that have long been inactive,
the ground is light brown and so soft that you
can sink when walking.

Our most demanding bike safari along
the Shira route, more commonly known
as Lemosho. The route is 45km long
and, with a very comfortable slope,
takes the most beautiful itinerary and
has the best views of the summit
of Kilimanjaro.

The volcanologists are trying to explain why it
has an unusual chemical composition and,
although there are several theories, they have
not yet unraveled the mystery. The two most
recent explosive eruptions occurred in
1966-1967 and 2007-2008.

NATIONAL PARK
KILIMANJARO.

We will cross an impressive rain forest,
where the Colobus monkey can be found
along with other very varied fauna. After
camp Shira 1 we will continue until we
reach a plateau known as La Catedral
where, after a break, we'll begin to descend
to the entrance gate of the park.

A route of 3 days and 150 km, with a possibility of 180
km for those who are able to bike the only off-road
transfer on the route.

NGORONGORO
AREA

NGABOBO CONSERVATION AREA

CONSERVATION

The most authentic bike safari by
lands of Maasai warriors, A 32 km
route
from
the Maasai village of
Nainokanoka
to
the
crest of the
Empakaai crater.
We are We are
official providers of bike safaris
from
the
Ngorongoro Conservation Area.
On
the
way,
we will probably
see groups
of
impalas,
zebras and
other antelopes along with the cattle of
the Maasais, who shepherd the area. The
views, the nature, the wildlife, the high level
of
conservation,
its
isolation,
its
exclusivity and many more things make
the passage through the crater of
Empakaai an unforgettable adventure.
Going on bike makes it even greater

ENGARUKA BASIN
Our most authentic bike safari and most
inhospitable places, in Maasai lands
between volcanoes, zebras and giraffes.

A bike path that will allow us to access the deepest
Tanzania, an untouched territory by the passage of
centuries, dominated by the Maasai warrior tribe.

Bike safari through Maasai lands guided by our Maasai
friends
A bike route through the remote area of Ngabobo. A
bike route through the northern plain of the face of
Mount Kilimanajro and Mount Meru.
Besides the experience of riding a bike with a Maasai we
will have the opportunity to see a great wildlife. On the
way it is very common to see lots of zebras and other
wild animals such as kudus, Grant gazelles, ostriches,
wildebeest and collotes.

LAKE MANYARA

Safari on bike to the very shores of the
lake, described by H. Hemenwa as the
"most beautiful lake in Africa." An easy
bicycle tour through villages and plantations
which finish in a spectacular forest
of
acacias, with a large number of
baboons
and
sometimes
zebras, gazelles and other
antelopes. In the lake, we
will
find
local
fishermen
in rudimentary
boats,
fishing
between pelicans, cormorants and
flamingos.

· ACCOMODATION ·
www.africaaminilife.com/locations/#c120
www.simbafarmlodge.co.tz
www.africaaminilife.com/en/
Kitumbeine Wildcamp
www.domelgardenodge.com
www.kisuraserengeticamp.com
www.ngorongoro.cc
Acacia Campsite
Engaruka Wildcamp
www.burudikalodges.com
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

· ACCOMODATION
KITUMBEINE

MOMELLA

KITUMBEINE
WILDCAMP

AFRICA AMINI LIFE GUESTHOUSE
www.kamwangaculturaltourism.weebly.com
FULL BOARD
The bungalows are located in the middle of a forest of acacias, not far from the village of
Momella, with views of Mount Meru and Mukuru. Its location next to the National Park of
Arusha will allow the sighting of animals. Rooms with service and private bathroom. Hot
water.

FULL BOARD
Kitumbeine
a
small
town
on
the
foot
of
the Kitumbeine volcano, near the Gelai
Bomba volcano, very close
to Lake
Natron
in
a
remote territory
from which
to
explore
open
plains
and
numerous
volcanic craters everywhere.
Camp tents. With shared bathroom. Cold water.

WASSO

DOMEL GARDEN LODGE
FULL BOARD
www.domelgardenlodge.com

Located in the Loliondo area, it is located on the
outskirts of Ngorongoro and Serengeti The lodge
has the basic services to rest after our bike ride
in the vicinity of the Oloinyo Lengai volcano.
Rooms with service and private bathroom.

KILIMANJARO WEST

SIMBA FARM LODGE - CAMPSITE
www.simbafarmlodge.co.tz
FULL BOARD

The campsite is a garden with many trees. Impressive sunset place located at the top of
the hill overlooking all farm and on a clear afternoon can be seen over 150 km. It is a safe
environment and it is easy to hike in the afternoon.
Camp tents. With shared bathroom. Hot water

ENGARUKA

ENGARUKA WILDCAMP
FULL BOARD
Engaruka, located 63 km north of Mto wa
Mbu, on the road to Oldoinyo Lengai and
Lake Natron, is located at the foot of the
escarpment of the Rift Valley. It is an
important
historical village, an agricultural
community ofrom 500 years ago wher people
chose the place to develop
an
irrigation
system
and ancestral culture. Camp tents.
With shared bathroom. Cold water.

LAGO
NATRON

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

· ACCOMODATION
NGORONGORO CRATER

SERENGETI

FULL BOARD

www.kisuraserengeticamp.com

RHINO LODGE · www.ngorongoro.cc

Luxury lodge on the edge of the Ngorongoro crater. The hotel was originally the home
of the first conservator of the Ngorongoro. A place operated in association with the
Maasai community that lives in the area. It is easy to observe buffaloes in the hotel
gardens. The more than 2,000 meters high we are on the edge of the crater makes
the nights are cold and it is appreciated to be able to sleep in a closed hotel unlike the
nights we stayed in tended camp.
Rooms with private bathroom and shower, hot water. Swimming pool.

OLDOINYO LENGAI

ACACIA CAMP·
FULL BOARD

The campe is at the base of the sacred Maasai mountain, the Oldoinyo Lengai
volcano. The camp is far from any population but Maasai families live nearby. The
views of the volcano are exciting
Camp tents. With shared bathroom. cold water

KISURA SERENGETI CAMP
FULL BOARD
Luxury mobile camp in a privileged location in Seronera, the heart of the Serengeti.
The spacious tents have magnificent terraces to see astonishing sunsets in the
middle of the savannah, surrounded by animals. The camp is situated in the
middle of two gigantic Kopjes, to which you can climb to see the most unforgettable
sunset of your lives. The staff will take care of every need we have: from a hot bath
to any other thing that guarantees an authentic ambiance of "old safari".
Tents with private bathroom and shower, hot water. Swimming pool.

· ACCOMODATION
ARUSHA

MASAAI LODGE AMINI· www.africaaminilife.com/en/
FULL BOARD

Rural lodge of bungalows in the middle of Maasai lands, built with their own hands in the purest
Maasai style. Under the watchful eye of the roof of Africa, Kilimanjaro. Around a bonfire we will have
the opportunity to learn about their ancestral customs and rituals along with a succulent traditional
barbecue.
We will know how is the real life in a Maasai boma, but with "Maasai luxury". A fantastic experience
with one of the most famous tribes in Africa.
Room with private bathroom and shower. Hot water. Swimming pool.

ARUSHA

BURUDIKA LODGE www.burudikalodges.com
FULL BOARD

Beautiful bungalows with views of Lake Manyara and Rift Gran Valle. It
offers sightings of animals in the plains (wildebeest, gazelles, zebras
and a large number of bird species.) The restaurant is under a majestic
tree
Baobab.
Room with private bathroom and shower. Hot water. Swimming pool.

· ITINERARY·
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

MAP// 376 KM BIKING // + 4.265 mt UP (+) // - 4.425 mt DOWN (-)
• DAY 1: ARRIVAL KILIMANJARO AIRPORT

• DAY 5: CYCLING / KITUMBEINE - OLDOINYO LENGAI
45KM / 460 MT POSITIVE / 290 MT NEGATIVE

• DAY 9, CYCLING / NGORONGORO
39 KM / 720 MT POSITIVE / 1.010 MT NEGATIVE
• TREKKING 6 KM, 2 HOURS

• DAY 2: CYCLING / MAASAI LAND
• 43 KM / 425 MT POSITIVE / 425 MT NEGATIVE

• DAY 6: CYCLING / WASSO - KLEINS SERENGETI GATE
49KM / 300 MT POSITIVE / 550 MT NEGATIVE
• SAFARI IN SERENGETI AFTER LUNCH

• DAY 10, CYCLING / OLDOINYO LENGAI - ENGARUKA
40 KM / 270 MT POSITIVE / .290 MT NEGATIVE
• TREKKING 4 KM, 2 HOURS

• DAY 7: SAFARI IN SERENGETI

• DAY 11, CYCLING / ENGARUKA -LAKE MANYARA
65 KM / 330 MT POSITIVE / 200 MT NEGATIVE

• DAY 8: SAFARI IN CRATER NGORONGORO

• DAY 12, KILIMANJARO AIRPORT

• DAY 3: CYCLING / RUTA SHIRA KILIMANJARO

45 KM / 1.450 MT POSITIVE / 1.450 MT NEGATIVE

• DAY 4, CYCLING / LONGIDO - KITUMBEINE
50 KM / 310 MT POSITIVE / 790 MT NEGATIVE
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ADVENTURE!
Day 1
ARRIVAL AT THE AIRPORT

KILIMANJARO

Day 2
BIKE ROUTE MAASAI LAND

MAASAI LAND - SIMBA FARM
FULL BOARD
SIMBA FARM LODGE - CAMPSITE

AFRICA AMINI LIFE
GUESTHOUSE

Early, after breakfast we will make a
small transfer to the vicinity of Ngare
Nanyuki to begin our first stage by bike
through Maasai lands.

We will be waiting for your arrival in
Kilimanjaro International Airport to move
to the northeast of Kilimanjaro, north of
Mount Meru, to the Africa Amini
bungalows we will spend our night
pirmera in a magical place adjoining the
Arusha National Park where we will
enjoy the company of our Maasai friends
in our first night in Africa.

Today, the stage, will be one of the most
special moments of the holidays. A
circular route through which we will
cross different ecosystems and we will
have the opportunity to see a lot of
zebras along the way. Also in less
quantity we will see wildebeest, Grant
gazelles, jackals, ostriches ..

FULL BOARD

On the way we will have the opportunity
to see Maasai herders with their cattle.
Before arriving at Ngare Nairobi we
will turn left to the Simba Farm.
The campiste is located in green
meadows next to a hill, from where
we will have panoramic views of the
savannah.
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

Day 3
BIKE ROUTE IN NATIONAL PARK

SHIRA KILIMANJARO
FULL BOARD

MAASAI LODGE
After a great breakfast we will move
by vehicle to the entrance Londorossi
(2.100mt) of the Kilimanjaro National
Park, where the king stage of the
entire trip will start, 61 km, with
almost 1,500mt positive and 2,500mt
negative accumulated.
We will ascend by bike 1,450mt on a
100% cycle bike path where we will
see a great variety of landscapes and
ecosystems. At the beginning we will
cross the leafy tropical forest, where
we will have the opportunity to see
families
of
Colobo
monkeys,
to
continue ascending among pine forests
that will gradually disappear until they
become an alpine landscape of high
mountain. After a break in Shira 1
Camp we will continue pedaling the
bike to a plateau called La Catedral
3,500mt), where we can make the
best pictures of the snowy peaks of
Kilimanjaro. From the Cathedral we
will descend to the Londorossi gate.
Once the

We will continue down to Engare Nairobi
where our transfer vehicle will be waiting
to take us to our accommodation today, a
Maasai village. A experience dificult to
forget where we will learn a little about
this mythical tribe of brave warriors.

Day 4

BIKE ROUTE IN MAASAI LANDS

LONGIDO - KITUMBEINE
FULL BOARD

KITUMBEINE CAMPSITE
In the first hour we will say goodbye to the
Maasai family to make an off-road
transfer to Longido, where we will start
the 50km bike stage today.
We enter the remote Maasai Land.
Today's stage, after the beating of the
previous day, tends down what is to be
appreciated. In a short time we will begin
to see in front the great volcano
Kitumbeine.
The last kilometers of today's stage is
downhill, which will be appreciated after
the hard stage of the previous day in
Kilimanjaro.

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

Day 5

Day 6

BIKE ROUTE

CYCLING TO SERENGETI /
GAME DRIVE

.

KITUMBEINE NATRON
FULL BOARD

DOMEL GARDEN LODGE
In the morning, not to lose the habit, we will
start after an early breakfast a stage of 45
km between volcanoes, Maasai and a large
number of wild animals, such as zebras,
wildebeest, and giraffes that graze together
with the cattle of cows or goats. of the
Maasai shepherd children
Little by little and in front of us we will get
closer to the Maasai sacred mountain, the
volcano, Oldoinyo Lengai. The only
active volcano in Tanzania, in form
and epic dimensions, of sublime beauty.
Upon reaching the volcano we will continue
the expedition in our vehicle bordering Lake
Natron and ascending the Rift Valley to
reach Wasso, in the Loliondo area, where
we will stay at the Domel Garden Lodge.

BIKE ROUTE / SAFARI
FULL BOARD

KISURA SERENGETI CAMP
Once we have finished the fabulous
breakfast, in Domel Garden Lodge we
will start riding on the bike towards the
Serengeti.
Along the way there will be many
possibilities to see animal fauna, due to
the proximity to the most famous
National Park in the world.
Arriving at the Serengeuti gate, Entrance
Kleins, we will finish today's stage to
start three days of safari. From the Kleins
door we will do a transfer in the 4WD to
Lobo, a premium zone due to the great
density of wildlife.
During the trip to Seronera we will start
the safari stopping to take pictures and
contemplate the wildlife.
Our friends from Kisura Serengeti Camp
will waiting us to have a delicius
dineer menu

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

Day 7

Day 8

SAFARI
FULL BOARD

SAFARI
FULL BOARD

SERENGETI GAME
DRIVE
KISURA SERENGETI CAMP
After waking up in the middle of the
savannah we will continue the game drive
for the best ones zones of Serengeti.
We will stop to have a picnic for lunch. Then
we will driveing in the biggest show of nature
live. We will stop at a viewpoint located near
a hippo pool, a natural pool full of hippos,
which you can see from a small viewpoint at
only 4 meters.
After a magnificent and wild game drive,
worthy of the best animal reports and
before returning to our luxury camp, we will
make a stop in the visitors center of
Seronera, we will have the opportunity to
know a little more about the secrets and
history of the Serengeti, see skulls of
different animals, make an educational
journey walking between kopjes and learn
more about its funny and curious
inhabitants, the rocky hyraxes.

NGORONGORO
CRATER GAME DRIVE
RHINO LODGE
As usual, we will get up early in our
luxurious tended camp of the Serengeti,
after an emotional farewell, head
towards
the
great
Ngorongoro
volcano. On the way to the exit of the
Serengeti National Park, we will be
doing our last game drive in this
park that never disappoints.
We will follow the path until we reach the
great Ngorongoro volcano, where we will
descend to the crater to make a game
drive in the so-called "eden volcano", due
to
the
large
amount
of
fauna
concentrated in its caldera. We will stay
at Rhino Lodge, located in the very crown
of the crater of the great volcano.
Our lodge is closed tonight, due to the low
temperatures during the night, since we
will be more than 2,300 meters above
sea level.
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Day 11

ENGARUKA - MANYARA
BIKE ROUTE
FULL BOARD

BURUDIKA MANYARA LODGE

Day 9

NGORONGORO
BIKE ROUTE / HIKING
FULL BOARD

ACACIA CAMP
As usual, we will get up early in our lodge to
after a small transfer to the Maasaai
Naonokanoka village, inside the Ngorongoro
Conservation Area.
In Nainokanoka we will start the bike stage
today that we are sure will not leave anyone
indifferent.
The
uniqueness
of
the
landscapes that runs along the way, from
the steppe of the plains to lush tropical
forests, together with the gazelas, jackals,
birds, zebras and a lot of other animals that
we will see that will make it one of the best
moments of the trip .
Once we arrive by bike to the ridge of the
Crater Emakaai we will continue a few more
kilometers to a small village where we will
finish the bike route to start a 2 hour trek to
our campsite in Oldoinyo Lengai.
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Day 10

BIKE ROUTE / HIKING

OLDOINYO LENGAI
FULL BOARD

ENGARUKA WILD CAMP
we
will
leave
After
breakfast,
the singular spot of the Oldoinyo
Lengay to return to our bicycles.
Today
downhill
to
the
base
Oldoinyo Lengai. We will have to be
careful not to make any mistakes,
From Oldonoyo we well biking to
Engaruka, way to the Lake Manyara
We will cross The Highlands to get into
the Engaruka plain, a place where we
will rest and will be our camp tonight.
In
Engaruka
we
will
have
the possibility
to
know
the
centenary
customs
of
this
population for 500 years.

Once we have finished the fabulous
breakfast prepared by our cooks we will
prepare to ride again on the bike towards
Lake Manyara. We will follow the barrier
of the Great Rift Valley to the south. During
today we are lucky we can continue to
enjoy animals on the road.
In the town of Selela we will stop for lunch
and recharge our batteries to continue
riding Mto wa Mbu by bike. Fishing village
on the shores of Lake Manyara. and
departure point to the great safaris in the
Ngorongro and Serengeti.
Following our ideals of helping the most
needy communities and social groups, you
will have the opportunity (whoever wishes)
to visit one of the orphanages, of which,
Safari Bike Africa and the NGO Moyoni
(www.moyoni.org) .

You can personally donate clothing
and / or school supplies, toys, etc ... if you
had brought from your country of
origin. (For more information
about
donating
or
other humanitarian
projects, you can request information
directly from us).
At night we will have a wonderful
"buffet" dinner, prepared by a local
family in the middle of a banana
plantation, consisting of more than 8
different traditional African dishes for
everyone's taste. For the most lively
people, there will be the option to visit a
local pub and enjoy a cool drink and
Tanzana music.
Also, whoever is interested will be able to
visit a local craft market, in case you
would like to bring a souvenir, apart from
a memory lived in this travel experience

Day 12

CONEXIÓN
INTERNACIONAL
From Lake Manyara we will conclude
this great adventure by bike through the
heart of Africa.

We are sure that you will have the best
memories of this wonderful adventure
with Safari Bike Africa and we hope to
see you again in another of our exciting
and adventurous routes.
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PRICES, DEPARTURES AND INFORMATION BIKE SAFARI TRIP 12 DAYS
PRICE
GROSS PRICES TRAVEL AGENCIES
UNTIL 16 PEOPLE SHARING A DAF TRUCK

DEPARTURES

2.980 $ USD
June 2018: June 3 - June 14.
July 2018: July 1 - July 12.
August 2018: August 5 - August 16.
September 2018: September 2 - September 13.
October 2018: September 30 - October 11.
November 2018: November 2 - November 13.

December 2018: December 2 - December 13.
January 2019: Januar 6 - January 17.
February 2019: February 3 - February 14.
March 2019: March 3 - March 14.
April 2019: April 2 - April 13.

IT INCLUDES
• Lodging according to the itinerary, hotel, lodge, tented camp, camping or outdoor
camping.
• Three meals a day with mineral water (consult itinerary). Soft drinks and/or other
drinks are at the expense of the traveler.
• Support vehicle during bike route
• Transfers included from and to the airport.
• English speaking safari guide.
• Mechanical assistance and first aid.
• Entrance fees for national parks and vehicle access permissions.
• Travel insurance.
• Buffet dinner with traditional dishes in Mto Wa Mbu.
• Converted 4WD safari vehicle, fuel and spare vehicle in case of failure.
• WI-FI connection in all our vehicles (Where network availabitit).
• Bottled mineral water throughout the itinerary.

IT DOESN'T INCLUDE
• Flight rates.
• Visa for Tanzania.
• Vaccines.
• Soft drinks and other beverages.
• Activities outside the travel program.
• Personal expenses and souvenirs.
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WHY AFRICA ON
BIKE WITH US?

· WHY NOT? ·
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

AFRICA

It is the place of the world where animals live in
freedom, where the landscapes are of sublime
beauty.
Cultural diversity will overwhelm you. It is a place where
you will be able to make your dreams come true.
We not only offer one of the most striking
places in the world. We offer dreams,
promises, challenges and, above all, we offer a
total and personal contact with nature. To
live Africa in first person and in bicycle for
the best National Parks of Africa.

"Nothing similar can
be found in other
latitudes of the
planet."

US!

Mario Martos Rueda
José Segovia Rubio
Álvaro de Navasqués

Seriousness, responsibility and
trustworthiness are our values.
Before any possible setback, we offer an
immediate response thanks to the team that
integrates Safari Bike Africa. This is possible
thanks to the years of experience along which
we've been organizing safaris.
We can also assure that we devote immense
enthusiasm to every adventure we organize. Every
route, kilometer and every special moment we'll
live together will be unforgettable. We know the
land as if it were the back of our hands, we know
what you want and, for this, we put all our means
to get it.

environment.
All our vehicles have a wi-fi
connection, with which you can send photos from
the safari when the connection allows it. Our
vehicles differ from those of other safari companies
because they are the only ones that have this
feature.
•SLEEPING IN A MAASAI CAMP

Our Maasais friends will be waiting impatiently for
our arrival to give us a warm welcome. Our
bungalows are located in the middle of the Maasai
savannah. They have been built in the purest
traditional style, paying attention to every detail
and convenience to spend an unforgettable night
with them and learn from their traditions, rituals
and the history of the most famous tribe of warriors
throughout Africa.
• TOURISM WITH SOCIAL COMMITMENT

Safari Bike Africa does not consider any kind
of tourism which doesn't have a positive impact
on local economic development.

We offer adventures, challenges, fun,
spectacular landscapes. In conclusion:
we will make your hair stand on
end, by contemplating the nature,
having breakfast next to zebras,
elephants..., among many other
things.

The most important thing in
our adventure is you!
Let yourself go and enjoy the
adventure in a 4X4 car, on foot or on
the wheels of your bike. We put the
rest:
• Guaranteed truck trips, for groups of 8 or
more people.
• Safari Bike Africa exclusive truck.

Our DAF truck has been modified for the most
extreme conditions. No muddy road or difficulty
will prevent us from enjoying the best and most
complete of adventures. Better vision and position
for taking photos. Refrigerator for drinks and
portability for your multimedia devices, among
many other advantages. Small groups in the best

In addition to the respect for the environment,
we also support causes for the protection of the
most vulnerable population. It is a fundamental
pillar of our activity. This is the reason for our
alliance and financial support to the NGO
Moyoni (www.moyoni.org), established in
Arusha, Tanzania.
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Another way to help them is by choosing
accommodations which are managed by local
people and whose benefits are partly
earmarked for projects such as the
construction of schools and hospitals in the
area. We also offer you the possibility to
personally donate clothes, toys, stuffed animals,
school supplies, etc ... and/or participate in
other humanitarian and voluntary projects
(consult us if you are interested).
• WILD CAMPING - FLY CAMP

Feel the wild nature explosion in first person!
Camping or tented camps in the middle of
national parks. We'll observe the immensity of
Mother Nature. It is forbidden using earplugs:
you will enjoy the "melody" of the African
savannah, with roars of lions and the howls of
hyenas under the immensity of an ocean of stars.

• BALLOON SAFARI IN SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

The most exciting balloon safari in the
Serengeti savannah. The takeoff of the balloon is
at dawn, the best time to see animals and take
spectacular photographs. After the balloon safari,
you will enjoy a breakfast with champagne to
toast this extraordinary experience. (Optional,
not included in the price of the trip).

through the virgin jungle of Arusha National
Park, and the most authentic route by Maasai
lands in Ngorongoro.
• BIKE SAFARIS - CYCLING SAFARIS

Always escorted by the best staff and under the
command of one of the armed rangers of the
national park, for a complete and safe protection
of our travelers. The effort and good work of a
solid and proven experience organizing exclusive
safaris has made us deserve to have an exclusive
route for Safari Bike Africa, throughout the
conservation area of the Ngorongoro, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Without a doubt, the most
special bike route in the world, from the Maasai
village of Nainokanoka, to the Empakaaicaldera.
An route for the enjoyment of a privileged few
• THE BEST MOUNTAIN BIKES FLEET OF AFRICA

We have the most modern fleet. With 2017
models, top range, and the best brands.They are
all made of carbon fiber, with different models of
suspension and different size of wheels, to enjoy a
unique experience.
• THE BEST PRICE FOR THE BEST SAFARI IN
TANZANIA WITH EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITIES.

Suspension bridges amid the jungle of Lake
Manyara National Park, dinner with traditional
tribes in Mto Wa Mbo, "Safari blue" on the island of
Zanzibar, bike routes within national parks ...

•SAFARI BIKE AFRICA WELCOME PACK

Information brochure + cycling maillot + 5%
discount for next trip with Safari Bike Africa.

• PIONEERS AT OFFERING BIKE ROUTES
THROUGH THE BEST NATURAL PARKS OF
AFRICA. UNIQUE ACTIVITIES, NEVER NEVER
PERFORMED BEFORE, FOR ALL LEVELS.

From bike routes to the highest place in Africa,
the Kilimanjaro, or a relaxing bike ride along
the lake shore of Lake Manyara, to a bike safari

•5 * SUPERIOR HOTEL. GREAT LUXURY FOR YOUR
STAY IN ZANZIBAR

5-star hotel optional / all inclusive
KARAFUU HOTEL BEACH RESORT 5 *. Hotel
of great luxury. The best value for money in a high
-class hotel on one of the most beautiful beaches. A
good service according to the quality of the hotel,
with haute cuisine buffet, themed restaurants,
snacks and drinks of all kinds.

WHY ON BIKE?
We are pioneers in making bike safaris. Our experience and hard work have made us able to
offer unusual routes. We offer the best photo safari in Tanzania with activities on bike, in
places that were not accessible in this kind of transport -until today-, such as the
Ngorongoro Conservation Area (UNESCO World Heritage). Safari Bike Africa, has reached
an agreement of exclusivity with different organisms to promote routes by bike.
In Safari Bike Africa we have got unique routes that other companies can only do in
motorized vehicles and all under the watchful eye and protection of the guards of the National
Parks to be able to assure the well-being of our family: travelers. We want you to have
constant contact and as close as possible to the environment. This is why we use the bike,
enjoying our passion, although we always have a support vehicle to ensure that the adventure
develops correctly.
The bicycle has always been with us, and it is also the cleanest transportation and the one that
less deteriorates the landscape. We all have a great dream, and we strive to achieve it. To do
this, we use the bike as a means of displacement. And not only this, but with this two-wheel
gadget you can access the wonders that the landscape shows us, wonders found in valleys, hills,
lakes and even in craters of volcanoes.
We ensure an unforgettable experience. Our idea is born of many kilometers traveled
around the world. This idea took us to a place as beautiful and unique as Tanzania, where
beauty grows everywhere, and where you can discover beautiful paths by bike, allowing you
to be constantly in contact with nature.
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW!
THE ADVENTURE

In search of freedom! That is why in SAFARI BIKE AFRICA we
understand our expeditions as a great experience of life, helping
to know and respect the world in which we live.
Our scheduled trips are committed to nature conservation projects
as well as the recovery of endangered species and, above all,
committed to the integration of people from diverse ethnic groups
with many difficulties. We always collaborate with local
communities for them to get benefited economically and culturally
of our activity. We want to highlight our cooperation with the
NGO Moyoni, to which we will donate 2% of the price of the trip,
with the aim of betting on the development of projects for the
eradication of poverty, the promotion of education and the
eradication of child malnutrition. We want to be responsible with
local communities. We want to bring the Maasai culture closer to
the travelers so that they can get to know this new world first hand.
We do this the way we know the best: by offering the best safaris in
Tanzania and opening a door to a completely different and
unknown concept.

You just need to enjoy nature, be sensitive to the ethnicities and
cultures that we find on the route and engage in the active
participation of the trip. We can assure you an experience that
probably you'd never felt before.

ADVANTAGES OF TRAVELING WITH
SAFARI BIKE AFRICA
GUIDES

Safari Bike Africa will provide European guides as well as
local Spanish-speaking ones that know the area and where
the route goes. They will help us to our trip into an unforgettable
adventure. His kindness and good sense of humor, together with
his resolving abilities, make of them a well-prepared team when
it comes to solving problems or setbacks that may can find.

As a general rule, traveling with Safari Africa does not require
special physical characteristics. The only exceptions are some
extra-difficult routes but you will be advised by our staff, where
appropriate.

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY
We offer the best value for money on
the market. Traveling in a group in our truck
means dividing costs. Thanks to this reduction of
costs, we can include luxury accommodation
within the trip to have an unforgettable
experience.

TRUCK EXPEDITION

The expectations of the travelers are always
surpassed by our routes by truck. It is not easy to
explain what a truck trip is really like with us ... it's
best to live it! We take care of every detail to
make of it an unforgettable adventure full of
sensations. Safari Bike Africa has structured the
adventure in the most inhospitable and wild
places respecting the comfort that our western
clients require.

We are a guarantee of success in all our safaris, in addition to
offering totally new bike activities, characterized by being
accompanied by the guards of the National Parks. With routes by
bike for all levels and with the best fleet of mountain bikes in
Africa. High-end carbon 2017 models and with the best brands
on the market. We hope to exceed all your expectations in our
great adventure "MAASAI LAND II", which includes 3 bike
safaris suitable for all audiences, in Arusha National Park,
Kilimanajro National Park and Lake Manyara. Are you ready
to experience riding a bike in national parks and reserves?
The safaris that we propose to you are the result of the experience
achieved for more than 10 years, working as experts in luxury
travel and as professional guides in Africa. The route is designed
looking for the perfect balance between safety, comfort and the
freedom to travel in modified 4x4 vehicles for safaris. You just have
to worry about enjoying. We take care of the rest.

Our guides love Africa and work the whole year. They know
perfectly the best places to see the most elusive animals and the
most secret locations. They are guides sent to Tanzania to lead
your expedition. All of them have passed a demanding selection
process that demonstrates their leadership with groups, experience
in safaris and enthusiasm. They have great knowledge of the
fauna and flora of the national parks. Also, they have been
trained in previous safaris with our management team in
order to solve any problem that might come across.

We have a long experience as safari tour operators and performing
different activities by bike in Africa, through the most remote
places and in the most adverse conditions.
The leader of the trip will always be a Spanish and English speaking
guide.

Our truck has been modified to give the
best service in the most adverse and
demanding conditions. The modifications have
been carried out
to
give
habitability,
functionality and autonomy, which allows us
to be self-sufficient throughout the expedition,
having space for all camping material, kitchen
equipment,
tanks with more than 500 liters of diesel, water tanks, etc ... The
height of the truck in which we travel will allow us to photograph
animals that are not possible to see from other kinds of vehicles.
For more information on our vehicles, continue reading.
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW!
VEHICLE FLEET

We have three types of vehicles that offer all the guarantees to have
an unforgettable trip:
First and the one why they talk about us: our bikes.
It is the main tool of our pioneering and innovative way to make
safaris on two wheels. In our adventure, we have spared no expense
to enjoy the highest brands and ranges. We have a fleet of mountain
bikes of the best brands. The latest models of 2017, all carbon and
high-end. They are available to our customers, in different models
and sizes, with different wheel sizes, single and double suspension,
etc.

Our vehicles are the most used on safaris. Land Cruisers of
Toyota with 4x4. We have models of 6 and 8 seats that have been
improved to make the experience unique. They include a
refrigerator with fresh drinks, power sockets for charging phones
and batteries, long distance radio for communication between
guides and modified walls and windows that facilitate the viewing
of the landscapes. The roof is collapsible, so you can enjoy a great
view and make the best photographs.
We have prepared our vehicles so that they can go anywhere. The
Land Cruiser 4x4 is required for safaris in remote areas and in rainy
times, as well as in areas that have poor roads or black cotton floors,
which are very slippery when wet. The 4x4 is also necessary to
descend to the crater of Ngorongoro, due to the ways we need to
take are steep and somewhat tricky.
We are the only operator of safaris that includes wi-fi connection in
all its vehicles. With us, you will have wi-fi for whatever you need.

Our DAF Leyland 4x4 truck, with all-wheel drive.
It has chargers for your smartphone or camera. In addition, it has a
refrigerator for drinks and a freezer. As for the bikes, we have tools,
spare parts, spare bikes and inflating pump.

It also has an individual space with drawers. The truck is
modified to enjoy the best views with open windows. The seats
have been replaced by more comfortable chairs that allow our
travelers to relax.

The water, during the whole trip, will be bottled. Only Safari Bike
Africa does this. The rest of agencies that go through this kind of
routes use purification tablets to treat non-potable water; this way,
the water obtains a chemical taste and many times is not safe.

ACCOMODATIONS

The combination of accommodations for our truck trips
has been carefully studied and contrasted in order to not to
lose a single bit of adventure and endow the route with
high-quality standards. We will alternate nights in
high-quality tents (depending on the route in question), in
luxurious lodges, tented camps and mobile camps, that have
both the comfort and the services of a luxury hotel. All this,
in the middle of the African savannah.
The balance between accommodations, wild spaces and
added values make our trips very special. There is no doubt
that the travelers of Safari Bike Africa have the privilege of
enjoying our comfortable accommodations.

FOOD

As with the accommodation, it will be the characteristics of the
safari the ones that will mark the type of food.
The support vehicle has a chef at our disposal (depending on the
route). Our chef will prepare different menus, according to the
configuration of each stage.
• At breakfast, we will have chai (tea), coffee, chocolate

Juices, fruits, cereals, toasts, fried or scrambled eggs, cheeses,
beans, sausages and bacon.
• The menu at the provision points during our route on bike
will consist of sandwiches, samosas, hard-boiled egg, roast
chicken, chocolate, fruit and juices.
• At dinner, our cooks will prepare delicious soups, rice or pasta,
barbecue meats and vegetables.
Let us know in advance any dietary needs or if you prefer
vegetarian food.
In addition to the 3 daily meals stipulated in the itinerary and a
included in the price of the trip, we are free to enjoy the local
gastronomy that we might find in the towns during the route
whenever we want.

BEFORE TRAVELLING
VACCINES

Before traveling to Tanzania, you must make an appointment at
the International Vaccination Center of your city or go to your
family doctor.
The recommended vaccines are: tetanus, typhoid fever, polio and
hepatitis A.
Prophylaxis against malaria is necessary. We recommend the use of
insect repellents and proper clothing to prevent mosquito bites.
Yellow fever vaccination certificate is required for travelers from
countries at risk of transmission and travelers who have spent more
than 12 hours at the airport of a risky country. Vaccination against
yellow fever is not recommended in areas where the risk of exposure
is low. The Yellow Fever Vaccination Certificate is valid for life.
Although we have not previously traveled to any country with risk of
transmission, we will be required at the airport of Zanzibar when we
finish the safari.

FIRST AID KIT

Our support vehicle comes equipped with a full first-aid kit, but it
is important that travelers do not forget their own first-aid kit with
the medicines they normally use, in addition to:
•Malarone prophylaxis to prevent malaria or as a medicine
•Mosquito repellent. We recommend using the brand Relec Super

Strong, Especially from dusk to the early morning.
• Amoxicillin in case of allergy.
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW!
• Ibuprofen.
• Band-aid or vaseline for blisterings..

DO NOT FORGET

SECURITY

WEATHER

• Passport valid for at least 6 months.

In Safari Bike Africa the safety of our customers comes first.
Although we may think that a bike safari can be dangerous, it
is not. The one by bike is the same as the popular safari on
foot, where two rangers guard and guide us at all times.

The climate is tropical and the coastal areas are warm and
wet. During the day the temperature is between 25ºC and
30ºC, descending at night to 10ºC. Its proximity to the tropics
makes the sun's rays stronger, so we recommend taking
precautions to not to get burnt while we are exposed to the sun.
The rainy season is between April and May. Although it is
called "heavy rains" due to its storms, these are not continuous
and usually last only a few hours. Thanks to the fleet of Safari
Bike Africa (trucks and Land Cruisers 4x4), there is no mud on
the road that can stop us while visiting the area. It is a good time
to enjoy green meadows and parks that are less visited by
traditional tourists. For some, it is a special time to travel. The
central plain is dry and arid. The northwest highlands are cooler and
have a milder rainy season from November to December.
It is recommended to wear appropriate clothes for this kind
of weather. The tropical climate lasts all year round,
although depending on the altitude (for example, in
Ngorongoro Conservation Area, at 2000 m) we may need winter and
waterproof clothes. At night the temperature can drop to 5ºC.

LUGGAGE

LUGGAGE
In addition to your suitcase, we highly recommend

bringing a small backpack where to store things we may want to
have on hand while we are riding the bike or hiking. The suitcase
can not be rigid
because there may be space problems to store it in the truck
compartments.

The airlines that fly to Zanzibar charge fees for the excess of
luggage. There's a 15Kg limit. For bike routes, it is best to bring
technical clothing (jersey and culote), for greater perspiration
and avoid chafing.
In addition, it is very important not to forget to put soap into the
toilet kit, as well as high-protection-grade sunscreen. The sun of the
equator is stronger than the one we are accustomed to.

• International vaccination card and yellow fever vaccination
certificate if you have previously visited an endemic country.
• First-aid kit and medicines, the latter for travelers under medical
treatment. Do not forget mosquito repellent or antimalarial
prophylaxis.
• Bring changed dollars in small bills from your home bank, so you
won't have to pay the exchange house commission in Tanzania.
They only accept dollar bills that have been printed no more than 10
years ago. Along the route, there are few banks and ATMs. We will
inform about their availability the route.
• Head-on torch to illuminate and move at night inside the camps.
• Sunglasses with UV protection.
• Sunscreen with a high degree of sun protection.
•Very comfortable summer clothes, winter pants and jacket or
fleece. A raincoat is also required.
•Quick-drying towel.
• Sandals and sneakers.
•Mobile phone, accessories and charger.
• A good camera to shoot everything we'll see in this adventure. Do
not forget extra batteries and memory cards.
• Binoculars with which no animal could escape from sight.
• Sleeping bag and small pillow for the nights in camps.
• Food supplements to fight exhaustion, energetic bars and gels have
a high concentration of calories and minerals.
• Small backpack to carry personal effects during the route.

We do not have permission to ride our bicycles in each and
every one of the parks. Bike safaris will be only made in
the parks wher the conditions are adequate and there is no
danger of wild animals.
We'll do our best to make you feel safe and put at your disposal
all the security that is necessary for you to enjoy this great
adventure.
We are a specialized team. We also can count on the rangers
as well as on our professional guides.
Our goal is for the customer to enjoy and return on a
second occasion to enjoy with us, so we have prepared and
reinforced the basic safety rules. The customer does not
have to worry about anything. Safety always goes first.

DIFFICULTY

We understand that not everyone has the same physical
characteristics. Therefore, we have prepared each route and
periodically inform about the level of difficulty involved. It is
not the same taking a flat route, for example, than climbing the
Kilimanjaro -although in the latter you will have a bicycle
carrier in case you need it-.
People from all over the world come with an illusion, with
goals and to overcome their challenges. If you don't have any
by now, this is the best place in the world to get stronger by
creating, inventing and fulfilling yourself.
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José Segovia Rubio | +34 672 204 652 | jsegovia@safaribikeafrica.com
Álvaro de Navasques López | +34 603 237 555 | adenavasques@safaribikeafrica.com
Mario Martos Rueda | +255 788 188 255 | mmartos@safaribikeafrica.com
TANZANIA | 47 Serengeti Road | Arusha-Tanzania (+255) 788 188 255
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